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Yeah, Jr already said it. Lately the Top Images were done bi-weekly mostly because lack of enough
decent images, sometimes even every 2 weeks almost couldn't find 9 top worthy images. 
So with that reason, along with my busy life, unless more members start posting more often and by
that, I mean more decent images from more people not more images from the same person because
let's face it, a Top Images with 3 or more images from the same dude is not our idea when we started
it, the Top Images will be done monthly.
So that you have an idea, I just browse the galleries from June and in the HFC, 3 images posted,
Adult 2 images posted and regular gallery in 3 1/2 pages, I covered the all month. And from all that
images, most of them were from the same members.

I'll tell you what, we already tried this before but I'm willing to try again: If someone want to pick 9
images top worthy every week (try not to pick more than one from the same member), send me a PM
with your picks of the week and I'll make a Top Images every week. Send me your PMs until every
Monday night and every Tuesday there will be a Top Images.

About the challenges, it's like Jr said, we have done it, few people participate.

Basically, this is supposed to be a comunity and that's a two way thing: we are inspired by the
members and we hope to inspire others but if there is low participation on one side...

Just look at the comments/replies to images and forum threads, almost only a few still do it.
I'm guilty of that too, I rarely comment this days due to lack of time... 
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